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Why LevelOne IP Surveillance?
LevelOne has a long standing history of being a leading vendor of innovative network
solutions. We have taken this same approach to the emerging digital surveillance products.
The LevelOne “Total Surveillance Solution” includes a selection of network cameras, a
comprehensive range of professional surveillance management software packages, Network
Video Recorder (NVR) storage, as well as the necessary networking components like switches,
PoE devices and accessories, which allow users to build an advanced surveillance network with
guaranteed compatibility and technical support.
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Introduction
Since 1991 LevelOne has gained
worldwide recognition as a leader in the
networking industry by providing
innovative and professional network
solutions. LevelOne further provides
dedicated sales support, qualified advice
on professional network planning,
technical support and assistance to all our
distribution and sale channels in over 20
countries.
FCS-94xx
IP CamSecure Pro Series Surveillance Management
Software
Smart Guard system and Smart Search system allows for
general motion and area monitoring
- Monitor up to 64 channels simultaneously
- Supports both digital and analogue cameras in one system
- Control pan/tilt/zoom features on cameras

Related Products
Network Camera
LevelOne has a range of network cameras suitable for
almost any surveillance environment. Our cameras include
professional Day/Night, Indoor/Outdoor, Megapixel, PoE,
box and dome cameras as well as network cameras suitable
for the digital home.
Network Video Recorders
The LevelOne Network Video Recorder (NVR) series is
compatible with LevelOne network cameras, enables live
view, recording and playback for up to 16 network cameras
via the local area network or over the Internet
simultaneously.
PoE Solutions
The LevelOne range of PoE switches, injector hubs and
repeaters can provide power directly to network cameras
located up to 600m away. This is an excellent solution to
deploy together with power redundancy to ensure
constant power supply in case of power failure.

Comprehensive Network Solutions
- Broadband Access
- Broadband/Print/File Sharing
- Network Connectivity
- IP Surveillance
- KVM Switching
- Audio/Video Extension
- Access Management (AAA)
- VoIP
- Wireless Signal Extension
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